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Look for these other 10 minute games
from Learning Resources®: 
LER 9440-D Count & Stack Safari
LER 9441-D Color Bug Catchers
LER 9442-D Count ’em Up Family Fun
LER 9444-D Shape Finder Cookies
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Game 2 – The youngest player goes 
first. Place all cookies in a pile. Spin 
and see which shape the spinner 
lands on. Now, find that letter cookie 
and say the name of something that 
begins with that letter. Try to do this 
for five cookies in a row!

Game 3 – The youngest player goes 
first. Place all cookies in a container, 
bowl or bag. Spin and see which 
shape the spinner lands on. Now, the 
player closes his or her eyes, reaches 
into the bag and feels around to find 
the matching cookie letter. Can you 
find all the shapes without looking? 
This is a great way to practice 
identifying letters by their shapes! 
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26 Alphabet cookies
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Learning the ABCs can be a treat 
with these freshly baked alphabet 
cookies! Here are three fun games 
to play with these yummy treats!

Game 1 – The youngest player goes 
first. Place all cookies in a pile. Spin 
the spinner and see which letter it 
lands on. Now, find that letter cookie 
and say its name. Try to name and 
collect five cookies in a row!


